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Abstract

Even though several methods have proposed001
to defend textual neural network (NN) models002
against black-box adversarial attacks, they of-003
ten defend against a specific text perturbation004
strategy and/or require re-training the models005
from scratch. This leads to a lack of general-006
ization in practice and redundant computation.007
In particular, the state-of-the-art transformer008
models (e.g., BERT, RoBERTa) require great009
time and computation resources. By borrow-010
ing an idea from software engineering, in or-011
der to address these limitations, we propose012
a novel algorithm, SHIELD, which modifies013
and re-trains only the last layer of a textual014
NN, and thus it “patches” and “transforms”015
the NN into a stochastic weighted ensemble016
of multi-expert prediction heads. Consider-017
ing that most of current black-box attacks rely018
on iterative search mechanisms to optimize019
their adversarial perturbations, SHIELD con-020
fuses the attackers by automatically utilizing021
different weighted ensembles of predictors de-022
pending on the input. In other words, SHIELD023
breaks a fundamental assumption of the attack,024
which is a victim NN model remains constant025
during an attack. By conducting comprehen-026
sive experiments, we demonstrate that all of027
CNN, RNN, BERT, and RoBERTa-based tex-028
tual NNs, once patched by SHIELD, exhibit029
a relative enhancement of 15%–70% in accu-030
racy on average against 14 different black-box031
attacks, outperforming 6 defensive baselines032
across 3 public datasets. All codes are to be033
released.034

1 Introduction035

Adversarial Text Attack and Defense. After be-036

ing trained to maximize prediction performance,037

textual NN models frequently become vulnerable038

to adversarial attacks (Papernot et al., 2016; Wang039

et al., 2019a). In the NLP domain, in general, ad-040

versaries utilize different strategies to perturb an041

input sentence such that its semantic meaning is042

preserved while successfully letting a target NN 043

model output a desired prediction. Text perturba- 044

tions are typically generated by replacing or insert- 045

ing critical words (e.g., HotFlip (Ebrahimi et al., 046

2018), TextFooler (Jin et al., 2019)), characters 047

(e.g., DeepWordBug (Gao et al.), TextBugger (Li 048

et al., 2018)) in a sentence or by manipulating a 049

whole sentence (e.g., SCPNA (Iyyer et al., 2018), 050

GAN-based(Zhao et al., 2018)). 051

Since many recent NLP models are known to be 052

vulnerable to adversarial black-box attacks (e.g., 053

fake news detection (Le et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 054

2019b), dialog systems (Cheng et al., 2019), and so 055

on), robust defenses for textual NN models are re- 056

quired. Even though several papers have proposed 057

to defend NNs against such attacks, they were de- 058

signed for either a specific type of attack (e.g., 059

word or synonym substitution (Wang et al., 2021; 060

Dong et al., 2021; Mozes et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 061

2021), misspellings (Pruthi et al., 2019), character- 062

level (Pruthi et al., 2019), or word-based (Le et al., 063

2021)). Even though there exist some general de- 064

fensive methods, most of them enrich NN mod- 065

els by re-training them with adversarial data aug- 066

mented via known attack strategies (Miyato et al., 067

2016; Liu et al., 2020; Pang et al., 2020) or with 068

external information such as knowledge graphs (Li 069

and Sethy, 2019). 070

However, these augmentations often induce sub- 071

stantial overhead in training or are still limited to 072

only a small set of predefined attacks (e.g., (Zhou 073

et al., 2019a)). Hence, we are in search of defense 074

algorithms that directly enhance NN models’ struc- 075

tures (e.g., (Li and Sethy, 2019)) while achieving 076

higher generalization capability without the need 077

of acquiring additional data. 078

Motivation (Fig. 1). Different from white-box at- 079

tacks, black-box attacks do not have access to a 080

target model’s parameters, which are crucial for 081

achieving effective attacks. Hence, attackers often 082

query the target model repeatedly to acquire the 083
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Figure 1: Motivation of SHIELD: An attacker optimizes a step objective function (score) to search for the best
perturbation by iteratively replacing each of the original 5 tokens with a perturbed one. (A) The attacker assumes
the model remains unchanged and (B) gives coherent signal during the iteration search, resulting in the true best
attack: “dirty”→“dirrty”. (C) A model patched with SHIELD utilizes a weighted ensemble of 3 diverse heads
depending on the input. Therefore, the ensemble weights keep changing over time during adversaries’ perturbation
search processes – the line width represents the ensemble weights. (D) SHIELD confuses the attacker with 3
varying distributions of the score, resulting in a sub-optimal attack “people”→“pe0ple”.

necessary information for optimizing their strat-084

egy. From our analyses of 14 black-box attacks085

published during 2018–2020 (Table 1), all of them,086

except for SCPNA (Iyyer et al., 2018), rely on a087

searching algorithm (e.g., greedy, genetic) to iter-088

atively replace each character/word in a sentence089

with a perturbation candidate to optimize the choice090

of characters/words and how they should be crafted091

to attack the target model (Fig. 1A). Even though092

this process is effective in terms of attack perfor-093

mance, they assume that the model’s parameters094

remain “unchanged” and the model outputs “coher-095

ent” signals during the iterative search (Fig. 1A and096

1B). Our key intuition is, however, to obfuscate the097

attackers by breaking this assumption. Specifically,098

we want to develop an algorithm that automati-099

cally utilizes a diverse set of models during infer-100

ence. This can be done by training multiple sub-101

models instead of a single prediction model and102

randomly select one of them during inference to ob-103

fuscate the iterative search mechanism. However,104

this then introduces impractical computational over-105

head during both training and inference, especially106

when one wants to maximize prediction accuracy107

by utilizing complex SOTA sub-models such as108

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu109

et al., 2019b). Moreover, it also does not guarantee110

that trained models are sufficiently diverse to fool111

attackers. Furthermore, applying this strategy to112

existing NN models would also require re-training113

everything from the scratch, rendering the approach114

impractical.115

Proposal. To address these challenges, we borrow116

ideas from software engineering where bugs can be117

readily removed by an external installation patch.118

Specifically, we develop a novel neural patching119

algorithm, named as SHIELD, which patches only120

the last layer of an already deployed textual NN121

Attack Method Search Atk Sem. Natr.
Method Level Presv. Presv.

SCPNA Iyyer et al. TP SN X X
TextBugger(TB) Li et al. GD CR X
DeepWordBug(DW) Gao et al. GD CR X
Kuleshov Kuleshov et al. GD WD X X
TextFooler(TF) Jin et al. GD WD X
IGA Wang et al. GN WD
Pruthi Pruthi et al. GD CR
PWWS(PS) Ren et al. GD WD
Alzantot Jia et al. GN WD X
BAE Garg and Ramakrishnan GD WD X
BERT-Atk(BERTK) Li et al. GD WD X
PSO Zang et al. GN WD
Checklist Ribeiro et al. GD WD
Clare Li et al. GD WD X X

TP: Template; GD: Greedy; GN: Genetics
CR: Character; WD: Word; SN: Sentence

Table 1: Different attack methods with i) how they
search for adversarial perturbations, ii) their attack
level, and iii) whether they maintain the original se-
mantics (Sem. Presv.), pursue the naturalness of the
perturbed sentence (Natr. Presv.), or both of them.

model (e.g., CNN, RNN, transformers(Vaswani 122

et al., 2017; Bahdanau et al.)) and transforms it into 123

an ensemble of multi-experts or prediction heads 124

(Fig. 1C). During inference, then SHIELD automat- 125

ically utilizes a stochastic weighted ensemble of ex- 126

perts for prediction depending on inputs. This will 127

obfuscate adversaries’ perturbation search, making 128

black-box attacks much more difficult regardless 129

of attack types, e.g., character or word level at- 130

tacks (Fig. 1C,D). By patching only the last layer 131

of a model, SHIELD also introduces lightweight 132

computational overhead and requires no additional 133

training data. In summary, our contributions are as 134

follows: 135

• We propose SHIELD, a novel neural patching 136

algorithm that transforms a already-trained NN 137

model to a stochastic ensemble of multi-experts 138
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with little computational overhead.139

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of SHIELD.140

CNN, RNN, BERT, and RoBERTa-based tex-141

tual models patched by SHIELD achieve an in-142

crease of 15%–70% on their robustness across143

14 different black-box attacks, outperforming 6144

defensive baselines on 3 public NLP datasets.145

• To the best of our knowledge, this work by far146

includes the most comprehensive evaluation for147

the defense against black-box attacks.148

2 The Proposed Method: SHIELD149

We introduce Stochastic Multi-Expert Neural150

Patcher (SHIELD) which patches only the last layer151

of an already trained NN model f(x, θ) and trans-152

forms it into an ensemble of multiple expert predic-153

tors with stochastic weights. These predictors are154

designed to be strategically selected with different155

weights during inference depending on the input.156

This is realized by two complementary modules,157

namely (i) a Stochastic Ensemble (SE) module that158

transforms f(·) into a randomized ensemble of dif-159

ferent heads and (ii) a Multi-Expert (ME) module160

that uses Neural Architecture Search (NAS) to dy-161

namically learn the optimal architecture of each162

head to promote their diversity.163

2.1 A Stochastic Ensemble (SE) Module164

This module extends the last layer of f(·), which165

is typically a fully-connected layer (followed by a166

softmax for classification), to an ensemble of K167

prediction heads, denotedH={h(·)}Kj . Each head168

hj(·), parameterized by θhj , is an expert predictor169

that is fed with a feature representation learned by170

up to the second-last layer of f(·) and outputs a171

prediction logit score:172

hj : f(x, θ
∗
L−1) ∈ RQ 7→ ỹj ∈ RM , (1)173

where θ∗L−1 are fixed parameters of f up to the174

second-last layer, Q is the size of the feature175

representation of x generated by the base model176

f(x, θ∗L−1), and M is the number of labels. To ag-177

gregate all logit scores returned from all heads,178

then, a classical ensemble method would aver-179

age them as the final prediction: ŷ∗= 1
K

∑K
j ỹj .180

However, this simple aggregation assumes each181

hj(·) ∈ H learns from very similar training signals.182

Hence, when θ∗L−1 already learns some of the task-183

dependent information,H will eventually converge184

not to a set of experts but very similar predictors.185

To resolve this issue, we introduce stochasticity 186

into the process by assigning prediction heads with 187

stochastic weights during both training and infer- 188

ence. Specifically, we introduce a new aggregation 189

mechanism: 190

ŷ =
1

K

K∑
j

αjwj ỹj , (2) 191

where wj weights ỹj according to head j’s ex- 192

pertise on the current input x, and αj ∈ [0, 1] is a 193

probabilistic scalar, representing how much of the 194

weight wj should be accounted for. Let us denote 195

w, α ∈ RK as vectors containing all scalars wj 196

and αj , respectively, and ỹ ∈ R(K×M) as the con- 197

catenation of all vectors ỹj returned from each of 198

the heads. We calculate w and α as follows: 199

w = WT (ỹ ⊕ f(x, θ∗L−1)) + b, (3) 200

201α = softmax((w + g)/τ), (4) 202

where W ∈ R(K×M+Q)×K , b ∈ RK are train- 203

able parameters, g ∈ RK is a noise vector sam- 204

pled from the Standard Gumbel Distribution and 205

therefore, probability vector α is sampled by a tech- 206

nique known as Gumbel-Softmax (Jang et al., 2016) 207

controlled by the noise vector g and the inverse- 208

temperature τ . Unlike the standard Softmax, the 209

Gumbel-Softmax is able to learn a categorical dis- 210

tribution (over K heads) optimized for a down- 211

stream task (Jang et al., 2016). Annealing τ→0 212

encourages a pseudo one-hot vector (e.g., [0.94, 213

0.03, 0.01, 0.02] when K=4), which makes Eq. 214

(2) a mixture of experts (Avnimelech and Intrator, 215

1999). Importantly, α is sampled in an inherently 216

stochastic way depending on the gumbel noise g. 217

While W,b is learned to deterministically as- 218

signs more weights w to heads that are experts for 219

each input x (Eq. (3)), α introduces stochasticity 220

into the final logits. The multiplication of αjwj 221

in Eq. (2) then enables us to use different sets of 222

weighted ensemble models while still maintaining 223

the ranking of the most important head. Thus, this 224

further diversifies the learning of each expert and 225

confuse attackers when they iteratively try different 226

inputs to find good adversarial perturbations. 227

Finally, to train this module, we use Eq. (2) as 228

the final prediction and train the whole module with 229

Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss following the 230

objective: 231

min
W,b,{θh}Kj

LSE = − 1

N

N∑
i

yilog(softmax(ŷi)).

(5) 232
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Algorithm 1 Training SHIELD Algorithm.
1: Input: pre-trained neural network f(·)
2: Input: O, K, τ , γ
3: Initialize W,b, θO, {β}Kj
4: repeat
5: Freeze {β}Kj and optimize W,b, θO via Eq. (5) in

mini-batch from train set.
6: Freeze W,b, θO and optimize {β}Kj via Eq. (8) with

γ multiplier in mini-batch from validation set.
7: until convergence

2.2 A Multi-Expert (ME) Module233

While the SE module facilitates stochastic weighted234

ensemble among heads, the ME module searches235

for the optimal architecture for each head that236

maximizes the diversity in how they make predic-237

tions. To do this, we utilize the DARTS algo-238

rithm (Liu et al., 2019a) as follows. Let us denote239

Oj={oj(·)}Tt where T is the number of possible240

architectures to be selected for hj ∈ H. We want to241

learn a one-hot encoded selection vector βj ∈ RT242

that assigns hj(·) ← oj,argmax(βj)(·) during pre-243

diction. Since argmax(·) operation is not differ-244

entiable, during training, we relax the categorical245

assignment of the architecture for hj(·) ∈ H to a246

softmax over all possible networks in Oj :247

hj(·)←−
1

T

T∑
t

exp(βtj)∑T
t exp(βTj )

oj,t(·). (6)248

However, the original DARTS algorithm only op-249

timizes prediction performance. In our case, we250

also want to promote the diversity among heads.251

To do this, we force each hj(·) to specialize in dif-252

ferent features of an input, i.e., in how it makes253

predictions. This can be achieved by maximizing254

the difference among the gradients of the word-255

embedding ei of input xi w.r.t to the outputs of256

each hj(·) ∈ H. Hence, given a fixed set of param-257

eters θO of all possible networks for every heads,258

we train all selection vectors {β}Kj by optimizing259

the objective:260

minimize{β}Kj
Lexperts =

N∑
i

K∑
n<m

(
d(∇eiJn;∇eJm)− ||∇eJn−∇eJm||22

)
,

(7)261

where d(·) is the cosine-similarity function, and Jj262

is the NLL loss as if we only use a single prediction263

head hj . In this module, however, not only do we264

want to maximize the differences among gradients265

vectors, but also we want to ensure the selected ar-266

chitectures eventually converge to good prediction267

#Class #Vocab #Example

MR (Pang and Lee, 2005) 2 19K 11K
CB (Anand et al., 2017) 2 25K 32K
HS (Davidson et al.) 3 35K 25K

Table 2: Statistics of experimental datasets.

performance. Therefore, we train the whole ME 268

module with the following objective: 269

minimize{β}Kj
LME = LSE + γLexperts. (8) 270

2.3 Overall Framework 271

To combine the SE and ME modules, we replace Eq. 272

(6) into Eq. (1) and optimize the overall objective: 273

minimize{β}Kj
LvalME + γLvalexperts s.t.

W,b, θO = minimizeW,b,θOL
train
SE .

(9) 274

We employ an iterative training strategy (Liu 275

et al., 2019a) with the Adam optimization algo- 276

rithm (Kingma and Ba, 2013) as in Alg. 1. By al- 277

ternately freezing and training W,b, θO and {β}Kj 278

using a training set Dtrain and a validation set Dval, 279

we want to (i) achieve high quality prediction per- 280

formance through Eq. (5) and (ii) select the optimal 281

architecture for each expert to maximize their spe- 282

cialization through Eq. (7). 283

3 Experimental Evaluation 284

3.1 Set-up 285

Datasets & Metric. Table 2 shows the statistics of 286

all experimental datasets: Clickbait detection (CB) 287

(Anand et al., 2017), Hate Speech detection (HS) 288

(Davidson et al.) and Movie Reviews classification 289

(MR) (Pang and Lee, 2005). We split each dataset 290

into train, validation and test set with the ratio of 291

8:1:1 whenever standard public splits are not avail- 292

able. To report prediction performance on clean 293

examples, we use the weighted F1 score to take the 294

distribution of prediction labels into consideration. 295

To report the robustness, we report prediction accu- 296

racy under adversarial attacks (Morris et al., 2020), 297

i.e., # of failed attacks over total # of examples. A 298

failed attack is only counted when the attacker fails 299

to perturb (i.e., fail to flip the label of a correctly 300

predicted clean example). 301

Defense Baselines. We want to defend four tex- 302

tual NN models (base models) of different architec- 303

tures, namely RNN with GRU cells (Chung et al.), 304

transformer-based BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and 305
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RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019b). We compare SHIELD306

with the following six defensive baselines:307

• Ensemble (Ens.) is the classical ensemble of 5308

different base models. We use the average of all309

NLL losses from the base models as the final310

training loss.311

• Diversity Training (DT) (Kariyappa and Qureshi,312

2019) is a variant of the Ensemble baseline313

where a regularization term is added to maxi-314

mize the coherency of gradient vectors of the315

input text w.r.t each sub-model. DT diversifies316

the feature-level expertise among heads.317

• Adaptive Diversity Promoting (ADP) (Pang318

et al., 2019) is a variant of Ensemble baseline319

where a regularization term is added to maxi-320

mize the diversity among non-maximal predic-321

tions of individual sub-models. ADP diversifies322

the class-level expertise among heads.323

• Mixup Training (Mixup) (Zhang et al., 2018; Si324

et al.) trains a base model with data constructed325

by linear interpolation of two random training326

samples. In this work, we use Mixup to regu-327

larize a NN to adapt linear transformation in-328

between the continuous embeddings of training329

samples.330

• Adversarial Training (AdvT) (Miyato et al.,331

2016) is a semi-supervised algorithm that op-332

timizes the NLL loss on the original training333

samples plus adversarial inputs.334

• Robust Word Recognizer (ScRNN) (Pruthi et al.,335

2019) detects and corrects potential adversarial336

perturbations or misspellings in a text before337

feeding it to the base model for prediction.338

Note that due to the insufficient memory of GPU339

Titian Xp to simultaneously train several BERT and340

RoBERTa sub-models, we exclude Ensemble, DT,341

and ADP baseline for them.342

Attacks. We comprehensively evaluate SHIELD343

under 14 different black-box attacks (Table 1).344

These attacks differ in their attack levels (e.g.,345

character, word, sentence-based), optimization al-346

gorithms for searching adversarial perturbations347

(e.g., through fixed templates, greedy, genetic-348

based search). Apart from lexical constraints such349

as limiting # or % of words to manipulate in a350

sentence, ignoring stop-words, etc., many of them351

also preserve the semantic meanings of a generated352

adversarial text via constraining the l2 distance353

Model/Dataset MR HS CB AVG

RNN 0.73 0.88 0.97 0.86
+Ensemble 0.80 0.90 0.97 0.89
+DT 0.80 0.86 0.97 0.88
+ADP 0.80 0.88 0.97 0.88
+Mixup 0.77 0.87 0.97 0.87
+AdvT 0.76 0.89 0.98 0.88
+ScRNN 0.79 0.85 0.96 0.87
+SHIELD 0.78 0.86 0.97 0.87 (↑1.3%)

BERT 0.84 0.90 1.00 0.91
+Mixup 0.81 0.89 0.99 0.90
+AdvT 0.85 0.91 0.99 0.92
+ScRNN 0.83 0.90 0.99 0.91
+SHIELD 0.86 0.90 0.99 0.91 (0%)

RoBERTa 0.88 0.89 1.00 0.92
+Mixup 0.88 0.91 0.99 0.93
+AdvT 0.87 0.89 0.99 0.92
+ScRNN 0.88 0.90 0.99 0.92
+SHIELD 0.88 0.89 0.99 0.92 (0%)

Table 3: Prediction F1 on clean examples. On average,
SHIELD is still able to maintain the original fidelity.

between its representation vector and that of the 354

original text produced by either Universal Sentence 355

Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018) or GloVe em- 356

beddings (Pennington et al., 2014). Moreover, to 357

ensure that the perturbed texts still look natural, a 358

few of the attack methods employ an external pre- 359

trained language model (e.g., BERT(Devlin et al., 360

2019), L2W (Holtzman et al., 2018)) to optimize 361

the log-likelihood of the adversarial texts. Due 362

to computational limit, we only compare SHIELD 363

with other baselines in 3 representative attacks, 364

namely TextFooler (Jin et al., 2019), DeepWord- 365

Bug (Gao et al.) and PWWS (Ren et al., 2019). 366

They are among the most effective attacks. To 367

ensure fairness and reproducibility, we use the ex- 368

ternal TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020) and OpenAt- 369

tack framework for adversarial text generation and 370

evaluation. 371

Implementation. We train SHIELD of 5 experts 372

(K=5) with γ=0.5 in all experiments. For each 373

expert, we set Oj to 3 (T=3) possible architec- 374

tures: FCN with 1, 2 and 3 hidden layer(s). For 375

each dataset, we use grid-search and try all τ ∈ 376

{1.0, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001} to search for the best pairs 377

of τ used during training and inference according to 378

their prediction accuracy and defense performance 379

under TextFooler (Jin et al., 2019) and DeepWord- 380

Bug (Gao et al.) attacks on the validation set. We 381

use 10% of the training set as a separate develop- 382

ment set during training with early-stop to prevent 383

overfitting. We then report the performance of the 384

best single model across all attacks on the test set. 385
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Dataset Movie Reviews Hate Speech Clickbait

RNN BERT RoBERTa RNN BERT RoBERTa RNN BERT RoBERTa
Attack Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft.

SCPNA 0.37 0.32 0.27 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.51 0.72 0.25 0.29 0.23 0.3 0.51 0.5 0.44 0.49 0.4 0.4
TB 0.2 0.32 0.28 0.37 0.28 0.5 0.35 0.61 0.48 0.59 0.51 0.6 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.93 0.89 0.94
DW 0.2 0.44 0.27 0.42 0.16 0.55 0.27 0.47 0.27 0.55 0.41 0.55 0.67 0.9 0.58 0.95 0.68 0.96
Kuleshov 0.01 0.12 0.07 0.22 0.05 0.28 0.04 0.18 0.09 0.28 0.03 0.25 0.37 0.71 0.52 0.88 0.63 0.9
TF 0.03 0.18 0.08 0.26 0.05 0.39 0.08 0.24 0.25 0.42 0.12 0.37 0.31 0.78 0.44 0.92 0.5 0.93
IGA 0.05 0.29 0.16 0.32 0.13 0.5 0.16 0.34 0.27 0.35 0.24 0.33 0.6 0.8 0.79 0.95 0.77 0.96
Pruthi 0.53 0.56 0.48 0.49 0.54 0.54 0.59 0.71 0.45 0.59 0.53 0.59 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96
PS 0.09 0.3 0.14 0.35 0.15 0.45 0.3 0.54 0.32 0.43 0.32 0.44 0.46 0.85 0.64 0.94 0.66 0.94
Alzantot 0.21 0.36 0.42 0.47 0.46 0.64 0.27 0.54 0.51 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.73 0.83 0.92 0.97 0.9 0.98
BAE 0.44 0.54 0.38 0.46 0.43 0.57 0.6 0.72 0.38 0.52 0.43 0.51 0.83 0.92 0.4 0.81 0.39 0.92
BERTK 0.01 0.18 0.04 0.17 0.03 0.23 0.1 0.21 0.36 0.48 0.22 0.36 0.18 0.65 0.25 0.86 0.41 0.86
PSO 0.05 0.07 0.14 0.12 0.07 0.15 0.35 0.54 0.38 0.4 0.35 0.4 0.6 0.64 0.75 0.87 0.71 0.87
Checklist 0.7 0.76 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.81 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.0 1.0 1.0
Clare 0.16 0.35 0.23 0.28 0.27 0.54 0.76 0.72 0.79 0.78 0.72 0.76 0.7 0.87 0.48 0.86 0.68 0.94

Average 0.27 0.36 0.27 0.46 0.37 0.52 0.41 0.51 0.4 0.49 0.65 0.75 0.62 0.8 0.65 0.88 0.68 0.9
Relative ↑% ↑54.55% ↑33.33% ↑70.37% ↑40.54% ↑24.39% ↑22.5% ↑29.03% ↑35.38% ↑32.35%
Bold, Red: no worse and decreased results from the base models

Table 4: Accuracy under adversarial attacks before (Bef.) and after (Aft.) patched with SHIELD.

The Appendix will include all details on all mod-386

els’ parameters, random seeds, and implementation.387

We will release the code of SHIELD.388

3.2 Results389

Due to space limitation, the results of CNN-based390

models are presented in the Appendix.391

Fidelity We first evaluate SHIELD’s prediction392

performance without adversarial attacks. Table 3393

shows that all base models patched by SHIELD394

still maintain similar F1 scores on average across395

all datasets. Although SHIELD with RNN has a396

slightly decrease in fidelity on Hate Speech dataset,397

this is negligible compared to the adversarial ro-398

bustness benefits that SHIELD will provide (More399

below).400

Computational Complexity Regarding the space401

complexity, SHIELD can extend a NN into an en-402

semble model with a marginal increase of # of pa-403

rameters. Specifically, with B denoting # of param-404

eters of the base model, SHIELD has a space com-405

plexity of O(B+KU) while both Ensemble, DT406

and ADP have a complexity ofO(KB) and U�B.407

In case of BERT with K=5, SHIELD only requires408

an additional 8.3%. While traditional ensemble409

methods require as many as 4 times additional410

parameters. During training, SHIELD only trains411

O(KU) parameters, while other defense methods,412

including ones using data augmentation, update all413

of them. Specifically, with K=5, SHIELD only414

trains 8% of the parameters of the base model and415

1.6% of the parameters of other BERT-based en- 416

semble baselines. During inference, SHIELD is 417

also 3 times faster than ensemble-based DT and 418

ADP on average. 419

Robustness Table 4 shows the performance of 420

SHIELD compared to the base models. Over- 421

all, SHIELD consistently improves the robustness 422

of base models in 154/168 ( 92%) cases across 423

14 adversarial attacks regardless of their attack 424

strategies. Particularly, all CNN, RNN, BERT and 425

RoBERTa-based textual models that are patched 426

by SHIELD witness relative improvements in the 427

average prediction accuracy from 15% to as much 428

as 70%. Especially in the case of detecting click- 429

bait, SHIELD can recover up to 5% margin within 430

the performance on clean examples in many cases. 431

This demonstrates that SHIELD provides a versa- 432

tile neural patching mechanism that can quickly 433

and effectively defends against black-box adver- 434

saries without making any assumptions on the at- 435

tack strategies. 436

We then compare SHIELD with all defense base- 437

lines under TextFooler (TF), DeepWordBug (DW), 438

and PWWS (PS) attacks These attacks are selected 439

as (i) they are among the strongest attacks and (ii) 440

they provide foundation mechanisms upon which 441

other attacks are built. Table 5 shows that SHIELD 442

achieves the best robustness across all attacks and 443

datasets. On average, SHIELD observes an absolute 444

improvement from +9% to +18% in accuracy over 445

the second-best defense algorithms (DT in case 446
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Dataset MR HS CB AVG
Attack TF DW PS TF DW PS TF DW PS

RNN 0.02 0.2 0.09 0.09 0.26 0.32 0.31 0.67 0.46 0.27
+Ens. 0.01 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.29 0.32 0.66 0.48 0.24
+DT 0.03 0.24 0.1 0.32 0.53 0.53 0.35 0.66 0.5 0.36
+ADP 0.02 0.18 0.09 0.18 0.27 0.35 0.33 0.66 0.47 0.28
+Mixup 0.01 0.14 0.04 0.07 0.42 0.29 0.27 0.64 0.44 0.26
+AdvT 0.01 0.3 0.09 0.17 0.18 0.35 0.33 0.69 0.51 0.29
+ScRNN 0.03 0.17 0.08 0.15 0.16 0.32 0.33 0.68 0.47 0.27
+SHIELD 0.18 0.44 0.3 0.26 0.61 0.54 0.78 0.9 0.85 0.54

BERT 0.09 0.2 0.19 0.26 0.16 0.38 0.49 0.5 0.49 0.31
+Mixup 0.11 0.3 0.22 0.15 0.19 0.22 0.39 0.48 0.57 0.29
+AdvT 0.11 0.25 0.19 0.37 0.47 0.47 0.69 0.73 0.81 0.45
+ScRNN 0.03 0.11 0.13 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.41 0.51 0.6 0.31
+SHIELD 0.26 0.42 0.35 0.42 0.55 0.43 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.58

RoBERTa 0.06 0.18 0.16 0.1 0.12 0.12 0.37 0.34 0.45 0.21
+Mixup 0.05 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.43 0.32 0.52 0.69 0.66 0.35
+AdvT 0.1 0.21 0.21 0.34 0.43 0.42 0.67 0.79 0.77 0.44
+ScRNN 0.04 0.18 0.15 0.19 0.38 0.32 0.57 0.74 0.7 0.36
+SHIELD 0.39 0.55 0.45 0.37 0.55 0.44 0.93 0.96 0.94 0.62
Underline: the second best result

Table 5: Accuracy of all defense baselines under TF,
DW and PS attack.

of RNN, and AdvT in case of BERT, RoBERTa).447

Moreover, SHIELD outperforms other ensemble-448

based baselines (DT, ADP), and can be applied on449

top of a pre-trained BERT or RoBERTa model with450

only around 8% additional parameters. However,451

that # would increase to 500% (K←5) in the case452

of DT and ADP, requiring over half a billion # of453

parameters.454

4 Discussion455

Performance under Budgeted Attacks. SHIELD456

not only improves the overall robustness of the457

patched NN model under a variety of black-box458

attacks, but also induces computational cost that459

can greatly discourage malicious actors to exercise460

adversarial attacks in practice. We define compu-461

tational cost as # of queries on a target NN model462

that is required for a successful attack. Since ad-463

versaries usually have an attack budget on # of464

model queries (e.g. a monetary budget, limited465

API access to the black-box model), the higher466

# of queries required, the less vulnerable a target467

model is to adversarial threats. A larger budget is468

crucial for genetic-based attacks because they usu-469

ally require larger # of queries than greedy-based470

strategies. We have demonstrated in Sec. 3.2 that471

SHIELD is robust even when the attack budget is472

unlimited. Fig. 2 shows that the performance of473

RoBERTa after patched by SHIELD also reduces474

at a slower rate compared to the base RoBERTa475

Figure 2: Average accuracy of RoBERTa before and
after patched with SHIELD under greedy-based and
genetic-based attacks with different percentages of #
model queries up to 100% budget limit.

model when the attack budget increases, especially 476

under greedy-based attacks. 477

Parameter Sensitivity Analyses. Training 478

SHIELD requires hyper-parameter K,T, γ and τ . 479

We observe that arbitrary value γ=0.5,K=5, T=3 480

works well across all experiments. Although we 481

did not observe any patterns on the effects of K on 482

the robustness, a K≥3 performs well across all at- 483

tacks. On the contrary, different pairs of the inverse- 484

temperature τ during training and inference witness 485

varied performance w.r.t to different datasets. τ 486

gives us the flexibility to control the sharpness of 487

the probability vector α. When τ→∞, α to get 488

closer to one-hot encoded vector, i.e., use only one 489

head at a time. By decreasing τ : 0.1→0.001, we 490

involve more experts in final predictions. Table 491

A.5 (Appendix) shows the best τ found using the 492

validation set as explained in Sec. 3.1. 493

Ablation Tests. This section tests SHIELD with 494

only either the SE or ME module. Table 6 shows 495

that SE and ME performs differently across differ- 496

ent datasets and models. Specifically, we observe 497

that ME performs better than the SE module in case 498

of Clickbait dataset, SE is better than the ME mod- 499

ule in case of Movie Reviews dataset and we have 500

mixed results in Hate Speech dataset. Nevertheless, 501

the final SHIELD model which comprises both the 502

SE and ME modules consistently performs the best 503

across all cases. This shows that both the ME and 504

SE modules are complementary to each other and 505

are crucial for SHIELD’s robustness. 506

5 Limitations and Future Work 507

In this paper, we limit the architecture of each ex- 508

pert to be an FCN with a maximum of 3 hidden 509

layers (except the base model). If we include more 510

options for this architecture (e.g., attention (Luong 511

et al., 2015)), sub-models’ diversity will signifi- 512

cantly increase. The design of SHIELD is model- 513
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Dataset Movie Reviews Hate Speech Clickbait

Attack TF DW PS TF DW PS TF DW PS

RNN 0.02 0.2 0.09 0.09 0.26 0.32 0.31 0.67 0.46
+SE Only 0.02 0.17 0.08 0.09 0.2 0.32 0.52 0.72 0.61
+ME Only 0.02 0.14 0.07 0.13 0.03 0.01 0.57 0.79 0.61
+SHIELD 0.18 0.44 0.3 0.26 0.61 0.54 0.78 0.9 0.85

BERT 0.09 0.2 0.19 0.26 0.16 0.38 0.49 0.5 0.49
+SE Only 0.07 0.18 0.16 0.26 0.28 0.32 0.45 0.49 0.62
+ME Only 0.06 0.2 0.15 0.21 0.28 0.27 0.74 0.81 0.82
+SHIELD 0.26 0.42 0.35 0.37 0.55 0.44 0.92 0.95 0.94

RoBERTa 0.06 0.18 0.16 0.1 0.12 0.12 0.37 0.34 0.45
+SE Only 0.13 0.22 0.19 0.13 0.26 0.29 0.57 0.70 0.71
+ME Only 0.07 0.17 0.15 0.22 0.4 0.31 0.8 0.87 0.85
+SHIELD 0.39 0.55 0.45 0.37 0.55 0.44 0.93 0.96 0.94

Table 6: Complementary role of SE and ME.

agnostic and is also applicable to other complex514

and large-scale NNs such as transformers-based515

models. Especially with the recent adoption of516

transformer architecture in both NLP and com-517

puter vision (Carion et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020),518

potential future work includes extending SHIELD519

to patch other complex NN models (e.g., T5 (Raffel520

et al., 2020)) or other tasks and domains such as521

Q&A and language generation.522

6 Related Work523

Defending against Black-Box Attacks. Most of524

previous works (e.g., (Le et al., 2021; Zhou et al.,525

2021; Keller et al., 2021; Pruthi et al., 2019; Dong526

et al., 2021; Mozes et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021)527

in adversarial defense are designed either for a spe-528

cific type (e.g., word, synonym substitution, mis-529

spellings) or level (e.g., character or word-based)530

of attack. Thus, they are usually evaluated against a531

small subset of (≤4) attack methods. Even though532

there are works that propose general defense meth-533

ods, they are often built upon adversarial train-534

ing (Goodfellow et al., 2015) which requires train-535

ing everything from scratch (e.g., (Si et al.; Miyato536

et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018) or limited to a set537

of predefined attacks (e.g., (Zhou et al., 2019a)).538

Even though adversarial training-based defense539

works well against different attacks on BERT and540

RoBERTa, its performance is far out-weighted by541

SHIELD (Table 5).542

Contrast to previous approaches, SHIELD ad-543

dresses not the characteristics of the resulted per-544

turbations from the attackers but their fundamental545

attack mechanism, which is most of the time an546

iterative perturbation optimization process (Fig. 1).547

This allows SHIELD to effectively defend against548

14 different black-box attacks (Table 1), showing 549

its effectiveness in practice. To the best of our 550

knowledge, by far, this works also evaluate with 551

the most comprehensive set of attack methods in 552

the adversarial text defense literature. 553

Ensemble-based Defenses. SHIELD is distin- 554

guishable from previous ensemble-based defenses 555

on two aspects. First, previous approaches such 556

as DT (Kariyappa and Qureshi, 2019), ADP (Pang 557

et al., 2019) are mainly designed for computer vi- 558

sion. Applying these models to the NLP domain 559

faces a practical challenge where training multi- 560

ple memory-intensive SOTA sub-models such as 561

BERT or RoBERTa can be very costly in terms of 562

space and time complexities. In contrast, SHIELD 563

enables to “hot-fix” a complex NN by replacing and 564

training only the last layer, removing the necessity 565

of re-training the entire model from scratch. Sec- 566

ond, previous methods (e.g., DT and ADP) mainly 567

aim to reduce the dimensionality of adversarial 568

subspace, i.e., the subspace that contains all adver- 569

sarial examples, by forcing the adversaries to attack 570

a single fixed ensemble of diverse sub-models at 571

the same time. However, our approach mainly aims 572

to dilute the attack process with noisy signals by 573

forcing the adversaries to attack stochastic, i.e., dif- 574

ferent, ensemble variations of sub-models at every 575

inference passes. This helps SHIELD achieve a 576

much better defense performance compared to DT 577

and ADP across several attacks (Table 5). 578

7 Conclusion 579

This paper presents a novel algorithm, SHIELD, 580

which consistently improves the robustness of tex- 581

tual NN models under black-box adversarial at- 582

tacks by modifying and re-training only their last 583

layers. By extending a textual NN model of 584

varying architectures (e.g., CNN, RNN, BERT, 585

RoBERTa) into a stochastic ensemble of multi- 586

ple experts, SHIELD utilizes differently-weighted 587

sets of prediction heads depending on the input. 588

This helps SHIELD defend against black-box ad- 589

versarial attacks by breaking their most fundamen- 590

tal assumption–i.e., target NN models remain un- 591

changed during an attack. SHIELD achieves aver- 592

age relative improvements of 15%–70% in predic- 593

tion accuracy under 14 attacks on 3 public NLP 594

datasets, while still maintaining similar perfor- 595

mance on clean examples. Thanks to its model- 596

and domain-agnostic design, we expect SHIELD to 597

work properly in other NLP domains. 598
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Model/Dataset MR HS CB AVG

CNN 0.719 0.900 0.966 0.862
+Ens. 0.770 0.881 0.975 0.875
+DT 0.767 0.890 0.972 0.876
+ADP 0.764 0.885 0.977 0.875
+Mixup 0.711 0.867 0.965 0.848
+AdvT 0.772 0.884 0.977 0.878
+ScRNN 0.758 0.854 0.972 0.861
+SHIELD 0.787 0.893 0.974 0.885

Table A.1: Prediction performance in F1 on clean ex-
amples of CNN-based NN models.

Dataset MR HS CB

Attack Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft.

SCPNA 0.35 0.41 0.27 0.4 0.58 0.53
TB 0.15 0.35 0.23 0.48 0.79 0.82
DW 0.13 0.38 0.1 0.32 0.71 0.86
Kuleshov 0.01 0.13 0.01 0.11 0.43 0.63
TF 0.01 0.19 0.03 0.19 0.44 0.74
IGA 0.05 0.23 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.71
Pruthi 0.49 0.54 0.47 0.59 0.94 0.9
PS 0.05 0.28 0.13 0.34 0.56 0.81
Alzantot 0.22 0.3 0.29 0.36 0.82 0.75
BAE 0.45 0.5 0.43 0.55 0.77 0.85
BERTK 0.0 0.2 0.01 0.18 0.32 0.61
PSO 0.03 0.03 0.23 0.34 0.58 0.56
Checklist 0.7 0.77 0.87 0.88 0.98 0.98
Clare 0.11 0.3 0.48 0.67 0.6 0.81

Average 0.2 0.33 0.26 0.4 0.65 0.75
Relative ↑% ↑65.0% ↑53.85% ↑15.38%

Table A.2: Accuracy of CNN-based NN models under
adversarial attacks before (Bef.) and after (Aft.) being
patched with SHIELD.

Dataset MR HS CB AVG
Attack TF DW PS TF DW PS TF DW PS

CNN 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.1 0.14 0.45 0.7 0.57 0.24
+Ens. 0.02 0.16 0.07 0.08 0.2 0.26 0.72 0.87 0.78 0.35
+DT 0.03 0.16 0.07 0.08 0.25 0.28 0.75 0.87 0.8 0.37
+ADP 0.0 0.11 0.04 0.08 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.67 0.44 0.21
+Mixup 0.03 0.18 0.1 0.07 0.32 0.24 0.13 0.6 0.37 0.23
+AdvT 0.02 0.17 0.07 0.1 0.18 0.27 0.33 0.73 0.55 0.27
+ScRNN 0.03 0.24 0.11 0.06 0.14 0.22 0.36 0.69 0.54 0.27
+SHIELD 0.19 0.38 0.28 0.19 0.32 0.34 0.74 0.86 0.81 0.46
Underline: the second best result

Table A.3: Accuracy of all defense baselines under TF,
DW and PS attack on CNN-based NN models.

A ADDITIONAL RESULTS807

• Table A.1 shows the performance on clean ex-808

amples of all defense methods on CNN-based809

NN models.810

• Table A.2 shows the performance of SHIELD811

against all 14 black-box attacks on CNN-based812

NN models.813

Dataset MR HS CB

Attack TF DW PS TF DW PS TF DW PS

CNN 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.1 0.14 0.45 0.7 0.57
+SE Only 0.02 0.15 0.07 0.24 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.64 0.61
+ME Only 0.18 0.19 0.07 0.1 0.25 0.29 0.60 0.80 0.69
+SHIELD 0.19 0.38 0.28 0.19 0.32 0.34 0.74 0.86 0.81

Table A.4: Ablation test of the SE and ME modules on
CNN-based model.

Model Train Test

MR HS CB MR HS CB

CNN+SHIELD 1e-2 1 1 1e-1 1e-1 1e-1

RNN+SHIELD 1 1e-2 1e-3 1e-3 1e-3 1

BERT+SHIELD 1e-2 1e-1 1 1e-1 1e-2 1e-3

RoBERTa+SHIELD 1 1 1e-3 1e-3 1e-3 1e-3

Table A.5: Inverse of the final hyper-parameter τ ’ val-
ues for the selected best SHIELD model for all datasets.

• Table A.3 compares the performance of SHIELD 814

with all defense baselines on CNN-based NN 815

models. SHIELD outperforms all baselines on 816

average. 817

• Table A.4 shows the ablation test of SHIELD on 818

CNN-based NN models. 819

• Table A.5 shows the final τ parameters found 820

using brute-force search on the validation set 821

as described in Sec. 3.1. We use this set of 822

parameters to evaluate all the performance under 823

adversarial attacks throughout the paper. 824

B REPRODUCIBILITY 825

B.1 Infrastructure and Source Code 826

• Software: All the implementations are written 827

in Python (v3.7) with Pytorch (v1.5.1), Numpy 828

(v1.19.1), Scikit-learn (v0.21.3). We rely on 829

Transformers (v3.0.2) library for loading and 830

training transformers-based models (e.g., BERT, 831

RoBERTa). 832

• Hardware: We run all of the experiments on 833

standard server machines installed with Ubuntu 834

OS (v18.04), 20-Core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 835

4114 CPU @ 2.20GHz, 93GB of RAM, and a 836

Titan Xp GPU. 837

• Dataset: We use the python library datasets 838

(v.1.2.0) 1 by Hugginface to load all the 839

1 https://huggingface.co/docs/datasets/#
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benchmark datasets used in the paper. They840

are also available to download at the fol-841

lowing links: Movie Reviews (http://842

www.eraserbenchmark.com/zipped/843

movies.tar.gz), Clickbait (https:844

//github.com/saurabhmathur96/845

clickbait-detector), Hate Speech846

(https://github.com/t-davidson/847

hate-speech-and-offensive-language/848

raw/master/data/labeled_data.849

csv).850

• Random Seed: To ensure reproducibility,851

we set a consistent random seed using852

torch.manual_seed and np.random.seed func-853

tion for all experiments.854

• Source Code: We will also release the source855

code of SHIELD upon acceptance of this paper.856

B.2 Experimental Settings for Base Models857

B.2.1 Architectures and Parameters858

• CNN: We implement the CNN sentence classifi-859

cation model (Kim, 2014) with three 2D CNN860

layers, each of which is followed by a Max-861

Pooling layer. Concatenation of outputs of all862

Max-Pooling layers is fed into a Dropout layer863

with 0.5 probability, then an FCN + Softmax for864

prediction. We use an Embedding layer of size865

300 with pre-trained GloVe embedding-matrix866

to transform each discrete text tokens into con-867

tinuous input features before feeding them into868

the CNN network. Each of CNN layers uses 150869

kernels with a size of 2, 3, 4, respectively.870

• RNN: Because the original PyTorch implemen-871

tation of RNN does not support double back-872

propagation on CuDNN, which is required by873

DT and SHIELD to run the model on GPU, we874

use a publicly available Just-in-Time (JIT) ver-875

sion of GRU of one hidden layer as RNN cell.876

We use an Embedding layer of size 300 with877

pre-trained GloVe embedding-matrix to trans-878

form each discrete text tokens into continuous879

input features before inputting them into the880

RNN layer. We flatten out all outputs of the881

RNN layer, followed by a Dropout layer with882

0.5 probability, then an FCN + Softmax for pre-883

diction.884

• BERT & RoBERTa: We use the transformers885

library from HuggingFace to fine-tune BERT886

and RoBERTa model. We use the bert-base- 887

uncased version of BERT and the RoBERTa- 888

base version of RoBERTa. 889

B.2.2 Vocabulary and Input Length 890

Due to limited GPU memory, we set the maxi- 891

mum length of inputs for transformer-based mod- 892

els, i.e., BERT and RoBERTa, to 128 during train- 893

ing. For CNN and RNN-based models, we use all 894

the vocabulary tokens that can be extracted from 895

the training set, and we use all of the vocabulary 896

tokens provided by pre-trained models for BERT 897

and RoBERTa-based models. 898

B.3 Experimental Settings for Defense 899

Methods 900

1. SHIELD: For hyper-parameter γ, K and T , we 901

arbitrarily set γ←0.5, K←5 and T←3 and they 902

work well across all datasets. For τ , we already 903

described how to choose the best pair of τ during 904

training and testing in Sec. 3.1. 905

2. Ensemble: We train an ensemble model of 5 sub- 906

models, all of which have the same architecture 907

as the base model. We use the average loss of all 908

sub-models as the final loss to train the model. 909

3. DT: We follow the implementation described 910

in Section 3 of the original paper (Kariyappa 911

and Qureshi, 2019) and train an ensemble DT 912

model with 5 sub-models, all of which have the 913

same architecture as the base model. We set the 914

hyper-parameter λ ← 0.5 as suggested by the 915

original paper. 916

4. ADP: We follow the implementation described 917

in Section 3 of the original paper (Pang et al., 918

2019) and train an ensemble ADP model with 919

5 sub-models, all of which have the same ar- 920

chitecture as the base model. We set the hyper- 921

parameters required by ADP to default values 922

(α ← 1.0 and β ← 0.5) as suggested by the 923

original implementation. 924

5. Mix-up Training (Mix): We sample λ ∈ 925

Beta(1.0, 1.0) as suggested by the implementa- 926

tion provided by the original paper (Zhang et al., 927

2018). 928

6. Adversarial Training: We use a 1:1 ratio be- 929

tween original training samples and adversarial 930

training samples as suggested by (Miyato et al., 931
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2016). We specifically use the AT method as de-932

scribed in Sec. 3 of the original paper (Miyato933

et al., 2016).934

7. ScRNN: We use the implementation and pre-935

trained model provided by the original paper936

(Pruthi et al., 2019) that is available at https:937

//github.com/danishpruthi/938

Adversarial-Misspellings.939

B.4 Experimental Settings for Attack940

Methods941

Since we use external open-source TextAttack (Mor-942

ris et al., 2020) 2 and OpenAttack 3 framework for943

evaluating the performance of SHIELD and all de-944

fense baselines under adversarial attacks, imple-945

mentation of all the attacks are publicly available.946

Specifically, we use the TextAttack framework for947

evaluating all the word- and character-level attacks,948

and use the OpenAttack for evaluating the sentence-949

level attack SCPNA.950

B.5 Experimental Settings for Training and951

Evaluation952

For every dataset, we train a single SHIELD model953

with the best τ parameters and evaluate this model954

with all of the adversarial attacks. In other words,955

since we have a total of 3 datasets (Movie Reviews,956

Hate Speech, Clickbait) and 4 base architectures957

(CNN, RNN, BERT, RoBERTa), we train a total958

of 12 SHIELD models for evaluation. This is done959

to ensure that we can evaluate the versatility of960

SHIELD’s robustness against different types of at-961

tacks without making any assumptions on their962

strategies. During training, we use a batch size963

of 32, learning rate of 0.005, gradient clipping of964

10.0.965

For every attack evaluation, we generate a new966

set of adversarial examples for every pair of attack967

method and target model. In other words, since968

we have a total of 14 different attack methods, 3969

datasets, and 4 possible architectures for the base970

models, this results in a total of 168 different sets971

of adversarial examples to evaluate in Table 4.972

2 https://github.com/QData/TextAttack
3 https://github.com/thunlp/OpenAttack
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